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| SMOKED

MANY DIFFERENT
BRANDS AND
COMPARED__ITS
CAMELS WITH ME!

I'VE TRIED

OTHER BRANDS
—NOTHING SUITS
MY 'T-ZONE’
LIKE A CAMEL!

HOLDER OF NATIONAL
WOMEN’S FISHING RECORDS

CAMELS SUIT ME

CAMELS

ARE THE
‘CHOICE OF

BETTER ALL WAYS.
THEY TASTE SO GOOD

EXPERIENCE’
WITH ME!

—THEY SMOKE SO
MILD AND COOL!

INTERNATIONAL
10-GOAL POLO STAR
R. J.

f
Thats your

proving Zround for
any cigarette,
-

See if Camels dont

suit your’ T-Zone’
to aT.

‘TABLE-TENNIS —
Sian
Reynolds

Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C,

@ All over America, the story’s the
same! With smoker after smoker
who has tried and compared different brands of cigarettes, Camels are
the “Choice of Experience”!
Try Camels in your “T-Zone”—
that’s T for Taste and T for Throat
—and you'll see why! Compare
Camels for rich, full flavor; for
mild, cool smoking
— and you’ll
agree with the millions of smokers

who say Camels suit them to a “T”!
Let your own experience tell you
why more people are smoking

Camels than ever before!

According to a Nationwide survey:

More Doctors Smoke
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
When 113,597 doctors from coast to coast were asked by three
independent research organizations to name the cigarette they
smoked, more doctors named Camel than any other brand!
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ITE
AD
JOSEPH
BY
ARTHUR

We

Christians of a fast moving

world are inclined to look to a saint
for his dynamic qualities and consequently when names such as St.

Benedict, St. Joseph,
Aquinas

come

to

St. Thomas

mind

we

auto-

matically shun away from them as
indicating some phantom-like figures of bygone ages, who apparently

did

little

but

contemplate

their

lives away. We tell ourselves that
we live in an age of change, an
atomic age, where the man who is

not in there fighting for all that he
is worth is trampled under and foxgotten. Why, even the Church
realizes the aggressive qualities necessary to save the world from its
inevitable ruin, and so has inaugntated Catholic Action. Surely, then
a saint like St. Joseph was all right
for the horse and buggy days when
people didn’t give a hang about efficiency and speed, but now things
are different.
True, St. Joseph didn’t exactly
set the world on fire by his preaching, since not so much as a single
word has been attributed to him by
the Evangelists. No, the foster
father of the Redeemer did far

greater things than preaching, a
thing the ordinary pagan can do;
he did the will of God. He realized

to perfection

“Without

not think

Joseph was

that the

a cold,

ambi-

tionless, self-centered individual who

babishly abandoned himself to Divine Providence as the easiest way

out. On the contrary, for endowed
as he doubtlessly was by God with
special graces, he saw the special
work that the Divine Architect had
planned for him and set himself
about:it wholeheartedly. His work
in the carpenter shop at Nazareth
was undoubtedly boring at times;
being full of practical prudence, he

probably became sick and tired of
running back and forth trying to
escape the snares of the pursuing
Herod, when God could have just
as easily and with much less misery
to him have sent an angel to. protect
the Divine Child. Why should the
Messias have to be born in Bethlehem and at such a time of year, and
could not the Creator of all have at
least provided a suitable dwelling
for His chosen ones? These and
countless

other

doubts,

fears

and

anxieties probably confronted the
mind of the human Joseph but he
saw himself to be only an instrument, not the planner of the redemption, and so bent his rebelling

will to the Divine.
No

one,

on

the other

hand,

can

question the greatness of the humble carpenter who was the foster
father of the Son of God, since

build labor in vain

unless

Page 2

the

erned by what he realized to be the

ruling and sustaining principle in
all things—what God wanted him

to do.

It is in this sense, then, that St.
Joseph is a very practical patron
even for the atomic-minded modein
Christian to imitate and to emu-

late. For, is not the Church weak
today and are we not praying for
an afflicted Catholic Church precisely because Catholics will not
bend their proud wills and conquer
their selfish desires to unite under
the banner of the King? Could not
a second world war have been avoided if Christians would have heeded
the words and submitted to the
desires of the Holy Mother of God
at Fatima?
The

Communists,

submit

themselves

Holy

Mother

the Church

has as-

our

enemies,

unreservedly

the rule of a temporal

to

lord for the

sake of a very nebulous promise of
earthly gain, and no one doubts

that they are making great progress.
then what we could do for

mankind,

Me

Lord builds alongside them.

signed to him a place next to Mary
and St. John the Baptist. His buiaing zeal was not a useless beating
of the air, but rather a regulated
zeal, one conformed to and _ gov-

Think

you can do nothing,” and that they
who

that,

Yet, we must

humble

WEARDON

if like St. Joseph,

whose

feast we are celebrating this month,

we united our wills to that of the
Eternal Lord Who offers those who

do His will the
eternal salvation.

certainty

of

an
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FOR VICKY

As

was lost south of the border

’phone at
nervously

Rod’s bedside
as he slowly

awakened his senses after a mere
four hours of sleep. Angrily he lifted the phone

half shouted

from its cradle and

and

half groaned

a

hoarse “hello” into the mouthpiece.
“Hello,

hello,” said

the

voice

at

the other end. “Is that you, Rod?”
“Yeh, yeh, it’s me all right, but who
in hades is this?” grumbled Rod.
“This is Steve. ’m out at the airport,” came curtly over the wire.
“What the devil do you want with
me at three in the morning,” asked

Rod disgustedly. “Get out here in a
hurry—we're

organizing

a_

search

party,” said Steve.
Only then did Rod’s anger at being
awakened so early subside enough to
grasp the gravity of the situation.
“Okay, okay—I’ll be out as soon as I
get there.” Rod slammed the phone

back into position, pulled his feet
out of the warm covers and started
to grope for his slippers. “I wonder

who

the fellow is that went and

got himself lost on a night like this,”
Rod grumbled to himself as he fin-

ished dressing.
He crawled into his car and tried

After an inspection of the engine
he got back into the car and found
that he had forgotten to turn on the

ignition. ‘The shock of his stupid
mistake rudely awakened him. The
engine started with a quiet rumble
and he was on his way. Since his
apartment was near the outskirts of
town there were no traffic lights to
slow him down and his journey to
the field was made in record time.

Rod

hopped

out

of

his

car,

slammed the door and ran toward
the hangar office. Steve met him
at the door and caught him by the
arm. “Glad you were able to come,
Rod. We’re plenty shorthanded. Go
out and warm up your ship, then

come back in and Ill brief you.”
Rod walked around to the front of
the hangar. The hangar boys were
already rolling his ship out onto the
apron as he reached the front of
the shelter. “Gas er up,” shouted
Rod. One of the boys shouted back
informing him that this had already
been done. He walked around the
plane, giving it a quick look-see,
climbed inside and checked the instruments. Everything seemed to
check, so he touched the starter but-

ton on the instrument panel and
the engine roared to life. Rod set

to start it. It was no go. For three

the

or four minutes Rod clamped his
foot on the starter but to no avail.

looked things over once more and

March, 1948

into

the

office,

to brief the

at about five-thirty this afternoon—”

Illustration by Joun L. CavANaucn

The
jangled

walked

other pilots who had turned out for
the search. “Miss Martin took off

@ By Isrart L. GrossMAN
@

he

Steve was beginning

3

throttle

a little past

lit out for the office.

idling,

the “Miss Martin” had hit every
one of the pilots as forcibly as it
had hit Rod. They all gasped at the
same time. Miss Martin was Vick
Martin, the daughter of the famous
wartime pilot, Col. Jimmie Martin.
She was only seventeen and had just
passed the flight test for her private

pilot’s license a few days before.
Steve went on: “She took off this
afternoon and told the manager
that she was heading for L. A. but

that

she’d

be back

before

dark.

Well, it’s needless to say that she
isn't back and that’s why you were
called. She had no night flying
equipment on the plane, so anything could have happened. We'll
start as soon as it’s light enough to
take off.” A deathlike silence made
a terrific noise as soon as Steve
stopped talking. Rod finally broke
it by suggesting that they all grab
a cup of coffee before dawn.

Dawn over Southern California is
usually a beautiful sight to behold
but this morning it looked more

like a fiery hell to Rod and Steve

who had taken care of Vicky since

her father was reported missing in

an airliner crash near the end of
the war.

Vicky was pretty, sweet and a
great deal older than her years
would seem to indicate. Her father’s
death had come as a terrific shock
and her determination to fly sprang
from an urge to control the thing

that had killed him. She was an exceptionally good

student

of flying

and acquired her license in record
Page 3

countryside between La Jolla and
Los Angeles, not overlooking any
possible bet. They landed at Long

Beach to refuel and start their search
anew. There had not been so much

as a sign of a crashed or force-landed
aircraft as their search wore on past
noon,
At

the

same

time,

near a

little

village across the Mexican border
southeast of San Diego, there was
a young girl trapped in the wreckage of a light plane which had caromed over the ground and come to
rest in a grove of bush-like trees.

The girl was still unconscious as two
little ninos from the town had dis-

covered the plane and excitedly ran
into the village shouting: “Mamma!
Mamma!” at the top of their young -

lungs. “Que pasa, Ricardo?” said the
mother to the oldest of the boys.
With great excitement the boy related what he had found to his
mother. She bustled into the house,
put on her shawl and followed the
boys to the plane. Luckily there had
been no fire and Vicky had suffered
no more than a good shaking up
and a rather nasty crack on the head.
After struggling for an hour and a

to meet Steve who had already tied
his plane down. “What do you say
to taking a shot at flying down below ’Ddago to have a look-see—we
can’t lose anything.” “Okay by me,

Rod, I’d give anything to find her.”
The husband of the Mexican
woman had arrived on the scene of
the crash by the time Vicky had
been revived. Vicky awakened with
the classic “Where am I?” sat up
and looked around her. What she
saw was far from terrifying but she
evidently suffered from shock in the
crash and became screamingly hysterical. Finally, when she calmed
down
enough
to collect her
thoughts she asked the man where
she was. “Senorita,” he said, “you
are een a leetle village that ees
twenty milos north from Puerto
Penasco een Mayhico.” Vicky was
surprised that the man answered her
question at all, let alone in English.
She now knew that she had flown
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to free her from the wreckage. By
the time this was accomplished a
crowd of curious, babbling Mexicanos had gathered around the unconscious girl.
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planes and proceeded to scour the

to

Z

to their

on_

a ehlh he

took

them

EMA

party

drove

1

search

termination

search and search and keep on
searching until their planes or some
other important factor gave out on
them. Rod climbed slowly from the
cabin of his plane and walked over

nziF

The

Rod and Steve paired up and continued south. Their fuel supply was
rapidly diminishing so they decided
to land at Kearny Field, about
twelve miles north of San Diego to
refuel. Both men were in the depths
of despair and they had already
given up hope, but their dogged de-

vg

time, but she was still devoid of the

experience necessary to undertake
some of the perilous flights and
journeys that she had. Most youngsters think they know a world about
everything, but they frequently overestimate their own ability. This was
typical of Vicky, even though she
was above average in intelligence.

still on. Steve and Rod had recruited other pilots from the fields on
which they had landed to gas up.
to

be

the

only

possible

area that Vicky could have covered.
The pilots had decided at that last
landing place to fly in pairs so that
they might cover more territory.
Page 4

Vicky was told by the English
speaking Mexican that there was
another American staying in the
little town. She expressed a desire
to meet this man for she thought

he might be able to give her some
more information and also that he
might
have some connections

whereby she could get back to the
States. The peon led her to a little
adobe hut next to the primitive little grocery and feed store on the
town’s only street.
Inside

“It’s needless
DOCK
ise.)
ot

to

say

that

she

isn’t

the

hut

was a

tall,

thin

man whose eyes were young, but
one would guess his calendar age at
about fifty-five. Vicky explained her
plight to the stranger, and inquired
about the possibilities of getting
back home. As they conversed,
Vicky began to sense that there
was something remotely familiar
about this gaunt stranger. As they
talked

on,

Vicky

found

that

this

man didn’t remember anything before August, 1945—precisely the
month her father was believed to
have been killed in an_ airplane
crash. ‘This was the shred of. evidence she needed to touch off her
joy at finding her father. Colonel
Jimmie didn’t recognize her at all
and after many efforts to help him
remember failed, she decided to try
to get him back to a doctor in the
states. Things began to clear up
now. The discovery of her father
had explained why the Mexican
man could speak English.

Winging southeastward from San
Diego, Rod and Steve were nearly
exhausted from fatigue. They had
not had more than three or four
hours rest since the hunt began.

They

A total of thirteen planes now
winged their ways over the territory
believed

south instead of north. After further questioning she found that
there was a railroad running from
Puerto Penasco to San Diego, but
she didn’t have any way of getting
there except on foot and even if she
did manage to get there she had no
money to pay her fare.

crossed the northern

tip of

the California Gulf and had continued in the air about an hour and
a half from there when Rod spotted
a swath that was cut in the bushes
by the forced landing of Vicky’s

(Continued on Page 18)
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CHERRY

BLOSSOMS

Now we are settled in our rooms
at the famous Imperial Hotel of
Tokyo. This hotel you are told is

Memories of days in Japan.

of American ingenuity but of Japa-

@ By Samuet K. DeHarr

like the trees it lies close to the

nese legend. Shaped to resemble a
pheasant it is low and _ sprawling;
eatth which plays such a large part
in the lives of the Japanese. ‘This

@ Illustration by BaBarA MaLcoLm
The cherry blossom is the national emblem of a once mysterious

and

closed nation

of the Orient.

This small island, which was mythically dropped into the ocean centuries before civilization, has always
been a question mark to most of
the rest of the world. Ironically
enough, with a little imagination,
we can picture a question mark
lying in the great Pacific Ocean

where Japan lies.
Imagine yourself upon a modern
luxury liner just breaking the water

which

immediately

surrounds this

island nation. You look out from
your porthole, or better, you are
up near the bow of your ship. The
day is warm and bright with the
rays of a summer’s sun, you’ve had
a hardy breakfast and you feel all
the better because of it. You can
really enjoy the fine sea air that
sails in from the deep crystal waters
that surround you. You are searching for the first glimpse of land or
just the glimpse of some one who
has been near to this mysterious

hotel was built to withstand
the homespun your great grandparents wore but is fashioned along
very different lines.
You slowly drift pass these scenes
and are greeted with new and more
artistic pictures. There in the distance thinly veiled in a mist of
vapors iridescent from the sun and
ocean you can make out the shore ©
line and see the high peak of the
sacred Fujiyama, capped eternally
in spotless snow. There ahead of
you is the revered mountain which
looms above this island like a benevolent guardian. With this first

dimmed view of Fujiyama you can
at once almost understand the great
abiding honor these Japanese have
shown to this majestic mountain. It
doesn’t seem impossible that this
sacred peak was created especially to

be looked upon with homage.

and keep this picture before your
eyes but then you realize that the
picture is increasing in beauty and
in

size.

Then,

too,

there

are

new

images being added to the picture,
more sails, and there is life gathered
about them. These are the fishing.
boats of Japan with their home-

It has

withstood

the great

1923

earthquake and fire which destroyed

most of Tokyo. Its foundation has
been laid on a bed of oily marsh
and there it is cradled by the tremors which rock the lesser buildings. The grounds are filled with
masses of shrubbery and in the cen-

tral courtway stands a great foun-

tain of mystic design. Inside the
hotel you are at first lost in the
maze of halls and passage ways

which connect the many wings of
this unusual hotel. You are not
long in capturing the spirit of the
Orient, as you breathe in the beauty
and sensuous vapors which fill
these halls.
Down the plaza, which we shall
call A Street, you see telescoped

moats

and walls

of the

Imperial

Palace Grounds. These are the most
treasured remnants of the longvanished
medieval
centuries
of
Japan. These gigantic walls of stone
date back hundreds of years to

the time

land.

Then with the swiftness of light,
sails quickly fill your eyes; they are
sails of many different colors, luxuriously deepened by the radiance of
the sun. Behind them you can spot
a small dot of land peeking up beyond the horizon. For the moment
you wish you could stop the ship

the

most violent earthquakes and the
most tumultuous tidal waves to
which this small island is subjected.

when

Japan

underwent

one of its first revolutions, and

the

Emperor was forced to evacuate his

ancient palace in Kyoto for a safer
More immediate to your view by

now

are

the

lesser

peaks

which

guard the shoreline as you enter the
breakwater. Planted high up on
their sides amongst the lush greenery are small farm homes. You can
see their carved woodwork and the
tile roofs. In the brilliant sun these

green tile roofs

sparkle like fash-

ioned pieces of deep jade laid on
pillows of bright green velvet. The
trees have taken on new and different shapes, they are not the

location farther south in Tokyo.
Very few people of Japanese or any
other nationality have ever feasted

their eyes upon this palace, located
in the middle of the maze of secret
paths and hidden doorways.
Immediately across from the ancient Imperial Plaza stands another
epic to modern architecture in
Japan. It is the Dai Ichi bank building which at this time is being
‘ used as headquarters for the Allied
Armies. It is a seven-story marble
building with towering marble pil-

made sails and voluminous fishing
nets. The men are short and rather

straight jutting evergreens you have

lars

stocky;

known

three sets of outer doors are fash-

thick,

black

hair

lies

close

to their heads. Their clothing is like
March, 1948

but

they

are

curved

twisted into mysterious shapes.

and

guarding

the

entrance.

The

ioned of bronze and the inner doors

Page

5

are

long

glass panels.

Inside

you

marvel at the magnificence of marble and glass paneling, the square
skylight, and the swift moving ele-

THE

UNIVERSITY

AND

ME

That is, about the University and me.

vators.

After a tour of the professional

section of ‘Tokyo, you are conducted to the Ginza or the shopping
district just a few blocks from your
hotel and the theater. Here on
what we shall call Ginza Street, you
shall see the rows of collapsible
trading stands which line the street
for blocks on end. ‘There is a din
of shouting and calling of wares by
these merchants as the throngs of
shoppers hurry by to their favorite
stand or shop. Mingled with this
noise is the blasting blare of the
latest jump tune popular to the

town. This bit of hospitality was
introduced by the American soldiers when they were there in force.
As interwoven as the shouts and
calls are the many and varied odors
emanating from the stands which
deal in foods and delicacies. These
delicacies to the Japanese are such
things as dried fish, sun-baked octopus tentacles. On these sidewalk
stands the tourist will find the u:expensive souvenirs which may be
purchased for a small amount of
the native yen.
The more exclusive items may be
purchased in the shops which are
found along this highway of retail
business. There are the pearl shops,
the silks and brocades, the china

and the silver shops. You will gaze
starry-eyed at the many different
kimonos that are offered to the
shopper. They range from the most
delicate of colors to the bright and
gay colors for special occasions.
After you have toured the downtown area of Tokyo you board the
sightseeing bus which will take you
to see the interesting sights which
lie on the outskirts of the city.
The first on the list is the Diet
building which houses the legislative bodies of the Japanese government. Here in its three hundred and

@ By MADELEINE UNGER
Gee, I’m a Senior. And with only
three months to go before I lose
my “Schoolgirl”
complexion. It
doesn’t seem as if I’ve been here
almost four years.
Thoughts such as these filled my
mind as I wandered around the
campus today. I passed the Library.
The Library is filled with books and
tables and intelligent students and
romantic couples playing footsie.
‘ Outsiders think that this building
is the entire University of Dayton

because that is the only picture they
ever see of it.
Bushes caught at my skirt and
mud oozed up around my shoes as

I cut up the campus—avoiding the
walk. I gazed at the fishpond. I'll
always have a tender spot for the
fishpond since the time I was
pushed in during Freshman Initiation. Since then they have filled it

in—the fishpond that is.
I passed St. Joe Hall. I have al-

ways been fascinated by the Engineering buildings because I haven’t
the slightest idea what goes on in
there. I do know that U.D. has a

fine

engineering

all the important

I passed St. Mary’s Hall. I ignored St. Mary’s Hall. That is
where the Treasurer has been taking my money for the last four
years.

Page 6

on Page

18)

the

air,

fire

and

water—were

I walked into the Gym. The University Gym is very old, too. I
imagine it is every bit as old as the
Chem. Lab. I looked affectionately
at the puddles of water on the floor
and thought of the many basketball
games I had splashed through. We
had an intramural team this year
called the “New Look.” Frankly, we

were the same old stuff with clean
shirts. At any rate the Champs

mopped the floor with us which
just proves the old proverb: “You
can’t put a new look on an old

maid.”

mad,

House of Peers and the House of
Representatives find the elegance
which is fitting to a great nation’s

over

Bunsen burner uses Bunsen.

such

I stopped before the Chapel.
That is the only place on the
campus where a coed can obtain
peace, contentment, and dimpled
knees from the hard kneelers. Many
people become inspired for rough
exams just by making a little visit

I caught

Lab.,

discovered. I thought about the
hard
- working chemistry students
with their Bunsen burners. Gas is
used in ordinary burners, but a

with

there.

(Continued

—earth,

equipment

computations, and differential equations. Some people think that Engineers aren’t human, but they are.
I know. I pinched one once and
he said, “Ugh.”

corner

try lab. in the country. In fact, it
was at U.D. that the four elements

department

as: slide rules, and compressors, and
combusters,
and
complices,
and

the

of the Chem.

Gym. U.D. has the oldest chemis-

I
like
and
was

twenty rooms the members of the

representatives.

Rounding
sight

glanced up at the stage. Just
Flo Ziegfeld I closed my eyes
imagined I saw the stage as it
in the days of Maurie Reichard’s
mad

musicals.

The

back-

ground was swathed in yards and
yards of lovely cheesecloth, and in
the center of the stage stood a sensational purple and orange striped
tent. It was a scene in Arabia,

and

from the right came many whirling,
barefoot dancing girls—the Sultan’s
harem!

Yes,

I

was

one

of

those

gitls. For weeks we had practiced
our dance and on opening night
we were all excited. Unfortunately,
right in the middle of the dance I
stepped on a tack, so I just gave my
chiffon an extra wiggle and floated
off the stage. I gave up dancing

after that.
I wandered into the Lounge—my
home away from home. Such tender
memories! I gently patted the
(Continued on Page 18)
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PILGRIMAGE

BYRON’S

CHILD

The child Byron, like all children,
was easily discouraged when everything did not go his way; a critic has

called

Very interesting. Don’t miss it

this world-weariness. Byron

puts this nicely:

My days are in the yellow leaf;

@ By RaymMonp LEopotp

The

In the year of our Lord, 1788, on

please the ear of a child? Are these

flowers and fruits of love
are gone;
The worm, the canker, and the
grief,
Are mine alone!

January,

a

child, of the male sex, was born

to

the characteristics of a full-grown
man or of a child? Indeed, they are

The fire that in my bosom preys

@ Illustration by Rosemary Busic

the

of

twenty-second

Mr. and Mrs. Byron of England.
Thirty-six years later, in the year of
our Lord, 1824, on the nineteenth
of April,

same

this

child

expired,

much to the relief of the conservative element in England. This, in a
very few words, is the life’s history
of George Gordon, Lord Byron, first
born of the second generation of
Romantic poets. He is best known
for his “Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage.” The critics since his time,
have linked Childe Harold, the hero

of the poem, with Lord Byron himself; they claim that the poem, as

well as most of his other poems,
is autobiographical and they find

throughout the poem the story of
Byron’s life. It is my contention

that we need go no farther than the
title of the poem in order to con-

nect it with the life of Byron, for
from the day of his birth until the
day of his death, he remained a
child. Though of good mental acu

men and of a strong physical build,
he could never raise
the level of the child.
acteristics of children
him, in his life, and
Was

himself above
All the charare found in
in his poetry.

he not egotistic, self-centered,

those

of

a child,

and

these

same

characteristics can be found throughout his poems, the story of this

child’s pilgrimage through life.
Most

children,

not

subject

to

to be ego-

tistic

so,

self-centered;

too,

is

the child Byron. One of the greatest
indications

Is lone as some volcanic isle;
torch is kindled at its blaze—

A funeral pile.

And a child is careless about that

social influences, tend
and

No

of this is that all, or a

good majority of his poems, are
autobiographical. He probably could
not stand to have another compete
with him in his own poems. Also,

read his poem, “Fare ‘Thee Well;”

even though the reason of his separation from his wife is not yet
known, he, in this poem, completely
exonerates himself. He was too selfcentered to see that he too might
be at fault.

which he does; usually any old thing
will do, and Bryon is the same. He

1s careless, at times extremely so,
about the form of his poetry. Very
often, his stanzas are lumbering,
poorly constructed, and ill-arranged;
his rhymes are especially ill-fitted, as
for example:
Barnave, Brissot,
Mirabeau,

Petion, Clootz,
La Fayette

emotional control, standards of act-

ing, propriety, and did he not have
a perpetual
And

chip

childlike,

on his shoulder?
did

he

not

often

strike a pose for his audience? And
to his advantage, was he not natural

and simple in his expression, did he
not like and tell, a good story, did
he not have an appreciation for
nature, especially in its deeper and

grander aspects; did he not have a
sense

of humor

and

of satire, and

was not his poetry tuneful, likely to
March, 1948

Danton,

Marat,

Are French, and famous people, as
we know.

And there were others scarce forgotten yet...
Or

Nelson was once Britannia’s god of

war,

And

still should

be so, but the

tide is turned;

There’s no more to be said of

‘Trafalgar,
"Tis with our hero quietly inurn’d,

Because

easily discouraged, careless, shallow
in thought, obstinate, stubborn, rebellious; did he not lack sincereity,

Condorcet,

the army is now
more popular .. .

grown

And even though Byron was intelligent, his poetry was shallow.
There are no great truths lurking
between

the lines,

as there

are in

Shelley and Keats. He seemed un-

able to get to the bottom of things,

lost in his own childish troubles.
Also his only creation of a literary
character was the “Byronic” hero,
and this is rather a character sketch,
than the study of a character.

No one will deny the beauty of
the

so-called

“Ave

Maria”

stanzas

of the third canto of “Don Juan.”
Page 7

But was

Byron

sincere

when

he

wrote these or was he just flouting
himself before his critics, childlike,
showing that he could, if he wanted,

write religious poetry. One
following stanzas begins:

kinder

Some

causists

of the

are pleased

nameless print—that I have

no devotion...
He was irked by their criticism
and acted just as a child would.
In the same vein, Byron seemed
to be walking with a perpetual chip
on his shoulder; he was obstinate,

stubborn, and could brook no oppo“The

sition.

was

written

Vision of Judgment”

because

someone

knocked the chip off; for the same
reason he produced “English Bards
and Scotch Reviewers.” “Don Juan”
was printed only because of his stubbornness; he was

advised, in rather

strong terms, not to have it printed.
And this leads on to another sub-

ject. Most children, until they reach
the age of reason, have no standards
of morality, no standard of acting.
It seems that Byron remained a
child in this aspect too, for he does
not exhibit a set of morals in his

poetry. On the contrary, a good
part of his greatest poem, “Don
Juan,” is a song of licentious love,
one of the worst
language.

in the

English

Also, a child seems to delight in
a certain amount of vulgarity; he
seems

to take delight in shocking

his elders. English society must
have revolted when it read the lines
from “Don Juan,”

The surgeon, as there was no other
fee,

Had

his first choice

of morsels

for his pains;

But being thirstiest at the moment,
he

Preferr’d a draught from the fast-

flowing veins;
Part was divided, part thrown into
ine-sea"..

Byron exhibits two more of the
bad qualities of the child, for he
lacked emotional control and was
constantly striking a pose. His many

difficulties are proof enough that he
Page 8

when they are the center of attraction, Byron put on a show for his
“public.”

to say,

—In

lacked emotional control. These difficulties made him the center of attraction, and like most children

But a child has many good qualities, and so did Byron. A child is
simple and natural in his expression; Byron is easily understood.
There have not been volumes upon
volumes written, trying to interpret
his poetry. It is clear what he is
trying to say.

A child is usually able to tell a
good story, and Byron does this too.
His narratives are vigorous and enticing. All his larger poems are good
stories.

When

Even as all normal children,
Byron had humor and satire in his
blood. Even his worst enemies must
have chuckled over stanzas like
these in “Don Juan:”

Oh! she was past all parallel—
Of any modern female
comparison;

for nature,

hell,

er guardian angel had given up
his garrison;
Even her minutest motions went as
well

As those of the best time-piece of
Harrison:

In virtues nothing earthly could sur-

in its grander

aspects; a critic has

of

nature and elemental sweep.” What
child does not take a deep delight
in the ocean? Listen to Byron:

thousand

fleets

thee in vain;

with

the

sweep

over

ca:

shore;

His

satires were

upon

the

watery plain

‘The wrecks are all thy deed, nor
doth remain

A shadow of man’s ravage, save his
own,
When for a moment, like a drop of
rain,
He sinks into thy depths with bub-

strong

oil,”

and

ve-

Southey:

Now the bard, glad to get an audience, which
By no means often was his case
below,

Began

to cough, and

hawk,

and

hem, and pitch

Man marks the earth with ruin—his
control

Stops

pass her,
thine “incomparable
Macassar!

hement; in his “Vision of Judgment” he takes a few cracks at

Roll on, thou deep and dark blue
Ocean—troll!

Ten

Save

especially

called this “a lordly treatment

saint’s

So far above the cunning powers of

Like the child, Byron had a deep

appreciation

the blue wave rolls nightly

on deep Galilee.

His voice into that awful note of
woe
To

all

unhappy
reach

hearers

within

Of poets when the tide of rhyme’s
in flow;

But stuck fast with his first
hexamter,

Not one of all whose gouty feet
would stir.

bling groan,
Without a grave, unknell’d, uncoffin’d and unknown.

This, then, is my characterization
of Byron. He showed all the quali-

And every child is enchanted by
sweet, beautiful and flowing sounds.
Byron’s poetry exhibits these qualities, as if he too delighted in them.
His “Destruction of Sennacherib”
equals some of Coleridge’s poems
for the flow of the words:

Other criticisms,
besides those
which I have mentioned, have been

The Assyrian came down like the
wolf on the fold,

And his cohorts were gleaming in
purple and gold;
And the sheen of their spears were
like stars on the sea,

ties and characteristics of the child;
and all this is reflected in his poetry.

thrown at Byron: Some say of his
poems

that they are too rhetorical,

but this is understandable as Byron
is always putting on a scene for his
“public.” And his great drama,
“Manfred,”

has

been

declared

un-

fit for theatrical production, although all will admit that it has a
great dignity about it. But Byron
never intended that it be produced,
(Continued on Page 18)
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A POET’S

PRAISE OF SCIENCE

She gave a heart seething with a
desire for war; a heart full of hate

The writer compares the role of the poet and the scientist
@

By Grecory DEMoor

@ Illustration by Cinpy Price
Many

have sung the praises of

the hidden recesses of God’s crea-

science with eloquent tongue; and
tightly so, for science has helped

tures, those wonderful

mankind

poet, inspired with like sentiments
towards God by the secrets revealed
to him by the scientist, is to proclaim to mankind God’s goodness,
beauty and love, manifested to us
through His finite creatures.

to know

and

understand

the mind of God, expressed through
His creatures. Many have bitterly
condemned science with biting,
castic tongues; and rightly so,
it has been under the name
science that much of mankind
been introduced to the foulest

most

disgusting vices. To

sarfor
of
has
and

the un-

discerning mind these thoughts are
utterly stupid; to the educated, unbiased mind, these thoughts are,

briefly, the attitude one should have
toward science. Such is the attitude
of Francis Thompson.
Through science many minds have
been admitted into some of the hidden recesses of God’s mind. It has
been said that if one lives close to

God’s

intellect

and

products of
will;

and

the

One in particular of Francis
‘Thompson’s many poems indicates
his sympathetic understanding of
the scientist and his work, as well as

his esteem for them and their work.
In the poem “The Nineteenth Century,” Thompson treats of the “Century of Science,” and clearly discerns good science from bad, prais-

ing the one and condemning
other.

the

the

March,

1948

is to probe

into

folly of all kinds. Science—pseudo' science—is bloodless, pertinacious,
cold.

The natural sciences can see only
what is evident in this life, then the

grave. They cannot see beyond the
grave into the everlasting life.
This worm, pseudo-science, raised

its head before mankind, proudly showed its many discoveries; but

science.

many

little it has

In

the

heinous

name

of

crimes

science,

have

been

perpetrated by men who call themselves

In one respect the scientist is
much like the poet; both are the
dreamers of their age. Yet, in this
same respect they are quite dissimilar: the scientist dreams of objective
realities, whereas the poet dreams
mostly of subjective realities, or his
emotional and intellectual reactions
to those objective realities.

reverence,

can master God’s creatures; they
can master the tremendous power
God has placed in His creatures—
but for what ends: sin, destruction,

and adoration before the new god,

lives close to God as His student.

ligious

think they see the value

of what they find, for with it they

master of all problems and crowned
itself in the name of true science.
Deceived, men bowed in docility

universe,

In another respect a scientist differs considerably from a poet: the
scientist strives to obtain more information and knowledge about
creatures, whereas the poet is intent
on expressing to other men_ his
knowledge of creatures. It would
seem that scientists and poets have
a combined role to play in the
drama of life. The scientist, in re-

scientists

really discovered, set itself up as the

also lives close to God as His admirer and lover. So also, he, who
lives close to the creatures of God

throughout

goodness profit by their work. The

failing to show what

the earth as a tiller of the soil, he

scattered

for mankind and for all that is good
and true. For some, science may be
a blind worm which bores in the
ground, unaware of the rich soil it
is loosening and upturning. Though
perhaps the scientists themselves do
not appreciate the inestimable value
of what they upturn in their findings, others who have faith, who see
a significant meaning of life, who
know something of God and His

scientists,

themselves

on

and

the

pseudo-science.

who

basis

These

excuse

of

their

scientists

took to themselves glory, which was

usurped from
mighty God.
Yet

these

the

True

and

Al-

pseudo-scientists

did

really have some truth amongst
their falsehood. Many had facts;
In lines 35 to 123 Thompson enlarges on the role science played in
moulding the nineteenth century.

In

lines

35 to 74

pseudo-science
scientists.

he

and

“Her heart she
century) gave

To the blind worm
bores the mold.”

the

(the.

condemns
pseudonineteenth

(science)

that

facts

about

God’s

creatures.

The

facts themselves stand as true; their

interpretation was faulty; perhaps it
could be called diabolical. In other
cases the interpretation of the facts
was

true and accurate, but

the use

of the truths obtained was_pernicious.
On the other hand, much of the
scientific research of the nineteenth

(Continued

on Page

17)
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IT HAPPENS

EVERY

SPRING

before they can be placed on the

One for the fishermen
@ By Marjorrm: WirrMan
@ Illustration by Franx D. Kine
The other day Nature was up to
her old tricks again by giving us a
quick preview of her “new look”
this spring. She most probably was

quite amused by the effects of her

little prank too, for young and old
alike began to wear that “Springis-here-again” expression despite the
admonitions of their better judgment. No two people reacted quite
the same, however. Girls began to
drag out their spring clothes and to
talk about what they would wear -

Easter,

campus

couples _ strolled

through the mud holding hands,
and a few of the fellows actually
got out their yoyos from the attic.

At

home

there

is no

mistake

when spring is near. The signs are
always the same. The first warm

sunny day brings comments on the
condition of the streams and the
prospects of a good fishing year,
with yearning glances at the calendar. But we are aware that spring

has started around the corner when
Dad

disappears

downstairs

right

after dinner and is gone for several
hours. When questioned, he answers, “Just puttering around putting things away.” It is not long,

however, before he begins to
‘his fishing equipment up into
kitchen. That is when Mother
I disappear. The kitchen is
longer ours. It has
by Dad and Tom.
kings; their throne
floor; surrounding

drag
the
and
no

been captured
They reign like
is the kitchen
them are their

subjects, baits, plugs, sinkers, hooks,

rods,

reels,

and

everything

else

in-

dispensable to good fishermen.
As the calendar pages begin to
lessen in number Dad _ becomes
more and more restless, listening to
every sports program and_ thor-

oughly digesting every article. Then
he can resist no longer. He suggests

a Sunday drive through the country, “to see how

ing

out

Page 10

there.”

spring

The

is progress-

roads

are

muddy, but the bright sun seems
to make the farms and orchards
smile. Perhaps they recognize an
old friend they see this time every
year. Dad doesn’t really drive. He

hook—the entire craw is peeled before being used. Sometimes in a
hurry, you can get by with using
only the tails. Cruelty? No, they'll
grow their missing parts again. However, you had better know how to
pick up the little creatures to save
your fingers.

When the minnow bucket is full
they head for home. By that time
Dad is quite enthusiastic and eager
to get going. If he is lucky he swal-

doesn’t have to, for even the family

lows a bite and a cup of coffee and

car knows spring is here, and rolls
along the roads quite happily, stopping at each fishing spot and sunning itself while Dad follows the
path to the river and looks it over.
The reports all follow the same pattern. “Still pretty high; so muddy
you could cut it with a knife. Won’t
be any fishing here this year. Sand

begins to load the car. Lunch in
one hand and fishing tackle in the

other, Dad and Tom

pile in and

are off for the day. In case of
emergency you may find them sit-

ting in the sun along the river bank
holding a very still pole. When the
sun

has

home,

disappeared

sunburned,

they

return

dusty, and

tired.

bar washed away and filled up the
deep hole, too shallow now. Won-

“Catch many?” — “Well, no — but
had a couple pretty good strikes.”

der what it looks like down by the
covered bridge.” And on we went
to the next spot.

happy. Besides,
anyway!

It doesn’t

matter,

Some time in late March or April,

when

nature

has

left winter

x

be-

hind, the seine, high top boots, and
the minnow bucket suddenly appear in the kitchen and the season
has officially begun. An old fashioned fisherman, Dad always gets
his own bait. In the spring it is
craws and the summer, nightcrawlers. ‘Tom is selected to go along
and carry the bucket while Dad

seines for the desirable craws. To
those unfamiliar with this type of
activity there are three types used,
the softcraw, most desirable of all,
paper backs, and doublers. In case

of the last variety named, it is necessary to perform a slight operation

though,

I don’t
k

SPRING

they’re

like

fish

*

AT

U. OF D

Spring came softly, her winged feet

Stole lightly. Whispering
orchard

And

through

bare,

gently

sighing

through

fresh

new wheat,

Spring came silently-hopefully there.

Spring came
green,

gaudily,

dressed

in

With daffodils crowning her gossamer hair,

And

stopping

often

to pout

and

preen,
Spring came
there.
Spring

came

raucously,
sweetly,

flauntingly
her

fragtie

hand,

Fragrantly, frankly perfuming the
ait,
With essence scent of love to
awaken

the land,

Spring came

caressingly,

pleasingly

there.
Strong as a new star, shining bright,

Spring came into my heart tonight.
—LORRAINE

GtoriA

Dircu.
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“Come and Walk Still Among Us”
@

By Mary Francis CAVANAUGH

“All you who love God, hear the

prepared

holy merits
Of a man in Christ blessed, Bishop

work.

Patrick,

How for his good deeds he is compared with angels,
And for his perfect life is equalled
to the Apostles.”
—Sr. SECUNDINUS.

In the year 430, a sailing vessel
approached

the

shores

of Ireland

and on its deck there stood a soldier whose

only

sword was

truth.

himself

for

his

future

It is often told that during Patrick’s sojourn in Brittany, he heard
voices, as it were of the children of
Ireland calling to him, “We entreat
thee, holy youth, to come and walk
still among us.” This along with
other signs made the saint anxious
to begin his destined task.
The

holiness of St. Patrick can-

not be emphasized enough. His was

His eyes caressed the lovliness of

a life entirely given over to prayer,

Erin’s green fields and his soul
burned with longing for her conquest. So Patrick entered a second
time the land of Druidism.

study.

He

first came

to Ireland as a

slave when with: other men

of his

nation he was taken prisoner by an
Irish expeditionary force. As to the

country from which he came, some
say Boulogne-sur-Mer in France
while others say Kilpatrick in Scotland. The question of St. Patrick’s
birthplace has always been warmly
disputed. At any rate, upon his
first arrival in Ireland he was sent
to the northern part of that country.
There he took up the lonely occu-

pation

of watching flocks

for his

meditation,

The

self sacrifice, and pious

goodness

but amid the quiet beauty of Erin’s
mountains he began to meditate on

the evidences of the Divine Power
which surrounded him.
Patrick made spiritual and physical progress during his bondage.
Six years later Divine Guidance led
him to escape to the coast and sail
for Brittany. There he went to the
monastery of St. Martin of Tours

and

for four

years

studied

with

pious men who taught him the les-

son of perfect charity for all. After
his ordination at the monastery, Pat-

tick visited home where he had an
audience

with

Pope

Gregory

the

tick is said to have driven the snakes
from Ireland. Perhaps the most
beautiful of these tales is the one
in which the saint is described using the shamrock, one of God’s
humblest creations, to explain the
doctrine of the Trinity.
St. Patrick though often beset by
trials converted many to the Faith.
He gained the confidence of Ireland’s monarch and was free to

of the man

seemed to be felt by all who came
into his presence. Patrick was well
fitted to perform the monumental
task before him.

preach anywhere in the land. He
performed numerous miracles and
established schools and monasteries

Thus he came to the land of his

former masters to teach the doctrine

throughout the country. Princes and

of true liberty. His work in Ireland

nobles, the
Druid and

is known to us partly through legend. The cutting of the symbolic
oak tree and with it the fall of the
proud power of the Druid priests, is

one of the most popular of these
tales.

On

another
*

master. St. Patrick himself tells us

in his “Confessions” that up to
this time he had lead a worldly life,

his rod, the Rod of Jesus, so-called
because it was supposed to have
come from Christ, Himself, Pat-

occasion
*

using
*

and the ignorant, all came to kneel

before the altars which Patrick had
set up, and to adore the God whom
Patrick had preached to them.
(Continued on Page 22)
*

LOVE’S SWEET

rich and the poor, the
the bard, the learned

*

*

DREAM

In some dim, dark forgotten age of old,
A dream came ’cross the weary beat of time.
It blessed the thrilling scenes that years unfold;
It rent the curtain black with stroke sublime;
A dream of you, of beauty’s magic best,
It swept my heart with unrelenting force,

And left my wretched, weary soul thrice-blessed—
I had love’s sweet dream on which I could recourse.
My heart, beset with dark and devious ways,
Was

free to taste love’s nectar to its brim;

My mind, so torn with wretched life’s dismays,
At last could thnill with old Exotic’s glim.
A dream, perchance, and yet a dream to thrill,
A love my bleakest moments dark to fill.
—EUGENE

VONDEREMBSE.

Great. Later Patrick was consecrated
Bishop of Ireland
March, 1948

and

he joyfully

*

*

*
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A GOOD

PART OF AMERICA

We are met today by a threat more terrifying than
has ever plagued this small world before. From one
corner of the world to the other this cancerous threat
slowly bores its way into life and breath of every
civilized government.
It wasn’t many years ago that most of the inhabitants
of the world laughed when they were warned of impending danger. ‘The rather small few who were aware
of the spread which was potent to the world tried to

convince the rest of the people, but how were thcy
greeted?

You and I know.

That small minority, which was too small to act as
a guiding force for the majority, was impotent, made so
by the people who were too smart to be taken in by
any sort of hoax.
Now, we can see how smart we, the people, were,
what prophets we were and how much we wish that
we had listened to them when there was plenty of time
to act. Now, at each turn of the paper, at each turn of
the radio dial, at each glimpse of the news reel we are
greeted by the horrors of the hoax we wouldn’t be
taken in by.
They are now out in the open, these fomenters of debauchery; they don’t have to hide behind the guise of
a common ally against a common enemy; they are now

the sworn enemy of the life we hold dear to ourselves.
They have the audacity to sit upon the tribunals of
International Justice which are deliberating the fate of
“alleged criminals” who committed their crimes a few
years sooner than these infidels of today.

These Communists have the brazen crust today to
use the protective nghts of countries they have sworn
to destroy. They hide behind the custody of the constitution that they again and again proclaim as a tool

which is wielded against the common man by the capitalist.
The Communists plead over and over again that they
wish to liberate the ordinary man from the clutches
Page 12
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of tyrannical governments. At the same time they swear
allegiance to a government which has reduced the ordinary men under its control to ordinary animals. The
atheistic doctrine which guides their acts denies the
existence of God, it calls for the liquidation of all religious beliefs, it proclaims that the Christian man is of
no use to the community; he must be done away with.

Here now in this country these people are at the door
steps of our government. They are using the ignorant
apathy of the ordinary man to slowly entangle the rights
which protect him. They openly pledge that the only
flag to which they owe allegiance is the Red flag of
the
Soviet Union of Socialist Republics.

Why are these corruptors of government allowed to
prosper under the rights they deny? Why are they allowed to use the immunity of a recognized political
party to further the fight against the freedoms
of
speech, of press, of religion and the freedom from want?
Why haven’t the citizens of this country been
so

aroused as to demand

of human rights?

the abolition of these destrovers

:

Are these Communists to be forever given the right
to destroy the rights which they use to protect themselves?
From the history of the past decades it would be
safe to say that they are and will be. That is until
they have established themselves as the ruling powcr.
‘Then they will be the first to wipe out these rights.
From a small band of radical thinkers they have
made their way into the veins of free governments. Out
of the strife of democratic governments they have taken

over control.
The Communist

government of the Soviet Union

has today by scrupulous methods entrenched itself as
the controlling power in the major half of Europe, a
bigger half of Asia, and a good part of America.
The Exponent

THE

LOVE THAT

LEADS

So now if we are to accept and recognize Our Lord

US

we must unite our hearts

So then the Lord rose and walked away from the
tomb that had housed Him. The brilliance of the tomb

blinded the eyes of the human beings and they were
told by the angels to fear not for the Lord had risen
and the promise had been fulfilled.

*

As they approached the Lord they did not recognize Him because the divine nature was too much to
be grasped by the hardened hearts of human beings.

In the time that had passed between the death of our
Lord and Easter the Apostles had taken on the nature
of ordinary men. Their hearts had been closed to the

divinity of God’s plan for mankind by the fright which

entangles men in times of stress.

Then the Lord knew what had happened to the
twelve and took to his side three of the faithful—Peter,

to the town of Emaus for a

banquet and a lesson. At the banquet Our Lord told
them of what makes Love and broke bread as he
did at the Last Supper. He recalled the lessons and
divine faith of their last supper together, of the agony
in the garden and of the death on the cross.
story

And after He had mellowed their hearts with the
of the sacrifice only a God could make, the

Apostles recognized Him as the Lord.
The true Christian must take unto himself all of
mankind with the spirit of true sacrifice that Our
Lord portrayed for us on the Cross. Only a true and
deep person can claim for himself the title of Christian and with that title he accepts the trust of God
which is the love of all mankind.

This great trust can be accepted and recognized
when the heart has been mellowed and softened to the
word of Our Lord. The measure of love is the willingness to give up all for the help of mankind. And there,

we Christians have the challenge which we must accept when we encounter it in our every day trials. Can
we give up the easy ways of a secular life to give our-

selves completely to the way of Our Lord in the divine
plan of mankind?
The

Christian

cannot

refuse to make

these sacri-

fices because each-one is responsible for the welfare of
his brother.

When.

Our

Lord

invites us to join

Him

at the banquet table we will not be able to recognize
Him

if our hearts

are hardened

to His

teachings.

in the true

the Leadership of God.

The twelve Apostles were invited to join the Lord
in a ceremonial repast by the angel of the Lord and
so they went to find the Lord.

James and John—down

for one another

and deep love which will come to all of the Christians
that have enrolled in the Brotherhood of Men under

If

*

*

RECOGNIZE THE GOOD
We pay a lot of attention to the glories of the
athletic field and the dance floor because here at the
University of Dayton we are privileged to have so
many persons who are gifted with the talents that are
necessary to make successes of affairs like these.
Then too
who work at a
world in which
munity safe for

on this campus are numerous people
sacrifice to try to make the world, the
we live, nght here in our own comus and for those whom we hold dear.

Their work may not be outstanding, it may not
change the world much, it probably will have but a
very small place in the works of the great. Yet these
people work and study just in case the time will present
itself and they will be needed. They delve into the
problems of the world with the outlook of a Christian
because it is their duty as Christians to seek answers
to the problems. It is the duty of every person to seck

the answer to the problems that face the world in a
realistic Christian way.
The Student Council has strengthened itself and
has made the force of union felt in many different
ways. The Sociology Club studies the problems which

face all members of society with the purpose of planning to avert the mistakes of the past.
The United World Federalists is an organization
of men and women who dedicate their intellects to
the plans of joining the world into a united nation of
nations, each one surrendering its prejudices so that
they might live together in total peace. ‘The Catholic
Students Mission Crusade is a vibrant work to heip
those that are unfortunately unable to help themselves.

The International Relations Club on the campus
has taken on

a remarkable

schedule

of studies

with

which they plan progress in the world of dove-tailed
stagnation. Through its series of public meeting forums,
its calendar of News Bulletins, its particular discussions and its participation in intra-state meetings it is
hewing a path to be followed by others who wish to
find the cleared path to peace in our time.

We

should all salute these and the many more

men and women who have banded together to try to
make the world more Christian. They strive to destroy
the evils that beset the world through the neglect of
those who disregard their responsibility to the world.

we yield to the temptations of the secular world then

They

our hearts like those of the apostles will be hardened

derstanding which will destroy the evils of a Communist

and

influence.

we

will not believe.

March, 1948

are building a great weapon
—SAMUEL

of nghteous unK, DEHArT.
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WOMEN’S

COLLEGE

VERSUS

WORKING

“Please Mom, let me quit college and go to work,”
I pleaded. “No, for once and for all you are not going
to quit school.” ‘This went on for months at our house.
Finally in order to shut me up my two weary parents
gave in. I was happy beyond words. I was going out
to conquer the world. Little did I know!
Very confident, I started out one morning to blaze

my way into the business world.
day I was slightly discouraged.

By the end of the

I did not have that won-

derful job that I started out to get and I was beginning
to wonder if I was as smart as I thought. After a few
days of this—talking and getting nowhere and listening
to the same old answer “get a little experience and then
maybe—” a friend of mine told me about a job open at

the bank where she worked. All elated over the prospect of working in a bank I rushed down to see the
employment manager. I was scared to death but he
put me at ease by smiling at me and making everything
sound so wonderful, that I, at the end of my rope about

this job hunting, accepted.

I was now

in a coveted

position, I had a job.

. . Mary

YOUR

Frances

CAvANAUCH

FBI

The Federal Bureau of Investigation with headquarters in the Department of Justice in Washington,

D. C., did not become well known until after the great
crime wave of the “Thirties,” although the organization
Was in existence many years before. It was during the
early “Thirties” that kidnaping, murder, bank robbery
and many other crimes of violence occurred daily. Bullet-proof vests, machine guns, and high-powered “get-

away cars” were rated as necessary equipment by both
professional and amateur outlaws. In 1908, Attorney

General Charles Bonaparte directed that Department
of Justice investigations be handled by a small group
of special investigators. In the following year, the name

“Bureau of Investigation” was assigned to this group.

This small

organization

assumed

new

responsibilities

with the passage of the Selective Service Act during
World War I, espionage laws to control the disastrous
work of spies, and the National Motor Vehicle Theft
Act of 1919. In 1924, Attorney General Harlan F.
Stone, who later became Chief Justice of the United

States

Supreme

Court,

appointed

Edgar

Hoover

as

Director of the Bureau. Gradually the new organization

Bright and early the next Monday, full of a mixture
of misgivings and hopes, I started. I was put in the
charge of a young girl and she led me to a file loaded
with checks. Horror upon horrors! I spent two years
in college for this. Of all things, filing. Determined to
make good I smiled wanly at my partner and slowly

began to file my share of the checks. Thus started my
career in the cold cruel world.

began to take form. New requirements for appointment
as a Special Agent were set up, providing for college
men trained in law and accounting, between the ages

of twenty-three and thirty-five, and physically fit. Each
applicant was thoroughly investigated before appointment, as to his school record, his honesty and responsi-

bility. Soon, Congress ordered the transfer of finger-

prints at Leavenworth

Penitentiary and the criminal

records maintained by the International Association of

‘Two years later I have advanced enough so I don’t
have to hang my head after I inform some one of my

position, but believe me, it is a long slow struggle. So
stick to college, coeds, because if I may be allowed to

use an old phrase “working ain’t all it’s cracked up to

be.”
—Mary
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EDITOR

Rose KEvILLe.

Chiefs of Police to the FBI. Thus, began what is known

as the Identification Division of the FBI, where the

original collection of 810,188 fingerprints has multiplied
more than 125 times. A crime-detection laboratory was

established

to make examinations

for the FBI, and to

serve as a scientific clearing house for evidence and

crime problems submitted by police sheriffs throughout
the country. All important training schools for Special
The Exponent

Agents and Accountants were started in Washington to
equip future G-Men with modern crime detection

engraved the words, “Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity.” Be-

methods.

ing the names of the Special Agents who have died in

These offer courses in Federal

law, account-

ing, fingerprint science, crime scene searches,
views, photography, firearms, and jujitsu.

inter-

war, with the future of the country at stake. By 1936,
the people of Manchukuo had already experienced the
cruelty of the invading Japanese. In the United States,
these “Sons of Heaven” were polite duplicates of those
in the Far East, with a great interest in our inventions.
At the same time, the Nazis were throwing their largest
American spy ring into action. The Nazis sneered at
the “weakness” of Democracy and boasted of the security they had built up around their own spy network
and they were ready for anything. “Harry Sawyer,”
Frederick Joubert Duquesne, Kurt Ludweg, “Dutch”
Schultz, Irving Carl Chapman, and several thousand
other fugitives were captured by the FBI during the
war. Japanese espionage activities were not nearly so

extensive as those of the Germans, for most Japanese
spies were apprehended within a few months after Pearl

Harbor. Upon visiting the FBI Offices, however, one
is surprised to see the treacherous concealed weapons
carried by Japanese both before and after the opening
of hostilities in 1941. Some espionage agents used more

than a hundred different names, and they were well
trained in evading federal laws. Kennie Wagner, a spy
who killed five police offices, realized too late that it is
a mistake to break a Federal law when he said, “They
will hunt you down a thousand years.” Enemy agents
were blocked, cornered and caught whenever they appeared. The underworld found American law enforce-

than

The FBI has identified millions of “unknown
dead” during the recent war, because every man and
woman

in the service had a fingerprint record on file

in its laboratories. Since fingerprints offer the only
known means of positive identification, the value of
this collection to the American people is beyond calculation. It frequently is responsible for the identification
of amnesia and accident victims, and for mending

broken family circles.
Every American should visit the FBI at Washington some time during his lifetime. Well informed
guides conduct tours through the offices every hour of

the day. The

Department

of Justice Building is a

wonder architecturally speaking, and is a fitting memorial to one of the most important branches of our

government. In one of the rooms of the building hangs
the great blue and gold seal of the FBI, on which are |
March, 1928

line of duty. Behind that list is a history of battles in
the crusade against crime. From it have come the tra-

Work for the FBI soon appeared. The United
States was being invaded by enemy spies, and the war
against Democracy had begun. It was an underground

ment stronger, faster, and more closely united
ever before in the history of the country.

neath the seal hangs the bronze memorial plaque bear-

ditions of the FBI illustrating the ideals of those who
serve their country in the war against the underworld.
—Mary Jo Hutu.
*

EASTER

IN THE

*

*

POST-WAR

WORLD

We, the Women Students, think of Easter and
spring as a joyous, happy season. ‘The winter wardrobe

can be discarded and the pastels of spring brought
forth. Easter-egg hunts and numerous

social activities

take place. The campus is enlivened with the beauties
of spring. Yes, with nature’s unmatched coloring against
the heavenly blue and people who are joyous, we have
the perfect setting for a perfect season.
The flowers are in bud, the grass is turning green,
and we are getting spring fever. Chemistry, “math” or
any other homework more probably takes the backseat
for the strolls on the campus are much more interesting
than the dull classroom. Overnight our environment
has changed. The voices in the halls are much more
lively. The Lounge is crowded with eager faces. Jane
came in with “Oh! what a wonderful feeling” With the

NEW

LOOK and Easter and spring what more could

you ask?
But there is a lot more to ask for! Let us look at
the other side of the story. The school year is drawing
to a close—for many of us it is our last Easter and
spring at U. D. But we are going forth into a bigger
world—I’m sorry I cannot say a better world. ‘Today
the picture is not bright as the world is casting a shadow
of gloom over many peoples. Does this take the joy
out of life? Sometimes we must face the facts. What
is the difference between Easter on Fifth Avenue and

Easter in Berlin? Does it make the picture still darkez?
What can we do to change it, or is
We definitely can make it brighter,
determinists or mere victims of our
must strive to make a joyous Easter

it a hopeless task?
as we need not be
environment. We
possible in Russia,

in Italy, and other distant points so that this will be a
season of cheer everywhere as well as in L. A., New
York, or on our own U. D. campus.
Easter and spring can give us spirit, a spirit to
make a better world because we are here to contribute
our part, to make people happy for having met us. ‘The

spirit of Easter should be the spirit of the risen Christ
which is one of love. If we can attain this goal, we can
enkindle the glow of Easter light and dispel the shad-

ows of the menacing gloom.
—Mary

ELiLen REINHARD.
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CALLING

CHRISTOPHER

WRITERS!

in fictional situations? Wouldn't
you like to find more wholesome
fiction

The Christophers are crusading.
@

By SuzANNE KELLY

$15,000! Could you use it? The
Christophers are giving you a chance
to win it. There are two requirements in this contest: first, you

Oh, what you of that talent could
do if you would! The Christophers

must write a book—biography, ad-

Put

venture,

romance,

mystery,

thing else that occurs
ond,

the book

or any-

to you; sec-

must contain

Chris-

tian principles.
It wouldn’t be too hard to write
a book, you know. And the ¢eading
public as well as all leading publishing houses are clamoring for clean
literature. Writers, some Commun-

ist, Others merely evil-minded, are
finding free range for their material
because of a serious lack of Christian authors.
Look at this fact. Our
day are turning out at
mencement intelligent
pable and well qualified
books,

plays,

magazine

colleges toevery compeople, cato produce
stories,

at-

ticles, editorials. Why don’t most of
these qualified individuals do something with
their ability then?
They’re lazy, that’s why!
Recently the editors of a noted
magazine hunted desperately for
such a person to head their feature
department. The one satisfactory
applicant felt the hours were not
to her liking and passed up a position that would have enabled her to
influence

the

minds,

morals,

don’t ask you to bury your sense of
humor, your flair for the spectacular.
them

writing.

to use,

All

instead,

in your

the Christophers

do

ask is that you flavor your material
strongly with iron-clad Christian
principles.
Look,

standing

for

example,

motion

to

the

out-

pictures

of

the

past year or so and notice that sev-

eral box-office favorites were defi-

nitely of Christian character. “The
Song of Bernadette,” “The Bells of
St. Mary's,” “The Green Years,”

“Smoky,” “Anna and the King of
Siam,” and many others upheld right
standards and still provided the enjoyment, the thrills, that movie-

goers seek. Those
have

authors,

movies had

didn’t

they?

to

Those

stories had to be invented in some
fine brain, didn’t they? They prove
it can be done!

4b

a Com-

screen into our minds, there to fer-

ment. And all of this because those
with the God-given talent of writing
ability lack the courage to balance
Communist infiltration with Christian literature.
16

Your

an-

Perhaps you are wondering how
these

Christophers

operate,

why

they are offering the tidy sum of
$15,000 for one book, where they
get

that much

money,

who

they

are, anyway.
Well, a Christopher is a bearer
of Christ. He, individually and personally, carries Christ into the “mar-

ket place.” He injects Christ’s spirit
into everyday living. He prays and
works to make government, labormanagement, all mediums of communicating ideas, and education

aware of Christ-like principles.
This is an individual apostolate—

in other words, you’re on your own.
Nevertheless, there are thousands of

Christophers

behind

these

well-known

ample:

Myles

you.

people

Connolly,

picture writer and producer,
and

novelist;

nedy, book

Father

reviewer

John

Take
for

ex-

motion
editor
S. Ken-

for the New

York Times; Clare Booth Luce, au-

thor, playwright, and lecturer; Mary
O’Hara, novelist, author of My
Green

Grass of Wyoming,
and_ other
famed movies. These noted Christophers, incidentally, will serve as
judges for the contest.
Your name doesn’t have
registered in the Blue-blood

to be
Book,

however for you to claim kinship
with the Christophers. They will
welcome you warmly to their ranks
if you are willing to bear Christ as

and

Can we fail to blame ourselves
when we are enveloped in a way of
life to which God-loving people object? We are constantly allowing in- |
sidious propaganda to flood through
the airwaves, the pages of our reading matter, and the action on the

Page

then?

Friend Flicka, Thunderhead,

the very lives of the magazine’s subscribers. ‘The job went to
munist!

available,

swers to those questions point out
the state of your mind and give an
index to public choice.

Radio directors, screen producers,

and book publishers all have openly
admitted they are eager to buy

what we have to offer. They cry,
“Where are your .Chnistian authors?” The only reply we have to
give is, “They are hiding in their

selfish complacency.”
It is a psychological truth that
most of us enjoy stories about people like ourselves. Think that over.
Don’t you compare fictional lives
to your own? Don’t you find escape

they do to your neighbors. How
about it?
Because this apostolate is so unorganized, it can charge no dues,

or other fees. It operates entirely on

contributions from those who earnestly hope for a more Christian
world.
This contest is your chance. It is
a challenge to fight for your intrinsic right to fine entertainment,
fine living. All persons of your
sound, healthy values are needed.
Enlist in this active Christian army.
The Christophers are crusading!
The Exponent
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Treasures of the Kingdom—Edited

Reviews...

By MARIMARTHA

FAVORITE

Little Brown & Co., 1947

Rice and rubies were all that Forrester, a bitter young British fighter-

pilot, expected to find in Burma.
But besides these he found Anna
and, in her, the desire to live. Out

of this love of a wat-weary, suicideinclined young man and a lovely
Burmese, Author Bates gives us an
unusual picture of the backwash of
Burma he called The Purple Plain.
The dross of the hero’s character

away

by

the heat

of

Burma and the force of Anna’s love.
The climax comes when Forrester
crashes in the jungle and saves the
life of his badly injured navigator
by carrying him through delirious
days and nights to safety. Those

who do their traveling by armchair
through the medium. of books will
enjoy the story. Besides being entertaining it makes you glad you

aren’t in
season.
The

Burma

Miracle

during

the dry

Bells—Russell

Janney

Prentice-Hall, 1946
Due to the ringing of the bells,

a publicity stunt, a series of odd
happenings occur in the little coal
mining town which is the setting
of this marvelous novel. Each char-

acter

is clearly

author. The
brings about

portrayed

girl, whose
these strange

by

the

death
events

and seemingly miraculous happenings. The press-agent who is determined that her death shall not go
unheralded as did her life. ‘The poor

parish priest who gave his all and
seemed to get no return, materially
at least.
These three principal characters
are uplifted amidst events over
which they have no control. The
manner in which they accept each
change in their life goes to make up
a beautiful story you will be sorry
to have missed and which will often

make you stop and meditate a little
on your own life.
March, 1948

OF SCIENCE

(Continued from Page 9)

This anthology of spiritual stories
was compiled in order to give those
who seek consolation something
to read and think about. This volume consists of stories of different
faiths,

Catholic,

Protestant

and

Jewish.

B. Herder Book
the

raised

the

did culminate

whole

of

in fruit for

mankind;

in

good,

wholesome fruit; the men doing this
work were good, God-fearing men.
Witness Sir Humphrey Davy with
his many inventions which contributed not only to the comfort

Church,

up

great

Providence

men_

has

particularly

equippedto meet the need. Such
have been the founders of the great
religious orders.
What exigencies called for the
order of preachers? How did the
preachers become a great religious
order? Why did they adopt the

Rule of St. Augustine and how did
they become such great theologians?
How did St. Dominic incorporate
the principles of the rule and of de-

mocracy?

life and limb as well. Again, witness

Michael Faraday, the English chemist, renowned for his deep reverence

Co.

At various periods in the history
of

century

of mankind, but to the salvation of

St. Dominic And His Work—Pierre
Mandonnet, O.P.

These are a few of the

questions answered by Fr. Mandonof the

PRAISE

Rinehart & Co., Inc., 1947

The Purple Plain—H. E. Bates

is burned

A POET’S

by T. Everett Harre

net in St. Dominic And His Work.
The reader will find gratification
for the wisdom and holiness of St.
Dominic and esteem for the pain-

staking scholarship
biographer.

of

the

saint’s

for God—due to his study of God in
His creatures. Immeasurable knowledge of the celestial beings was
achieved by man’s mind. God’s
Providence in the process of the
evolution of the earth’s forces was
studied and understood by the astronomers of the age.
Perhaps the most astounding and
most wonderful of the discoveries
of the nineteenth century were
made in the test tube. Probably the
depths of knowledge of God’s creatures, which are found in a tiny test
tube, were the most potent instruments for the alleviation of the
misery of mankind. ‘Thompson says:
“Nor less praise
Him that with burnished tube
betrays
The multitudinous diminutive
Recessed in virtual night

Below the surface seas of sight.”

During Lent it would be a good
idea to read a book with a good
spiritual background with which to
help us to understand the Passion
of Christ and our contribution to
it. Or would this be too great a
penance for us to undertake. It ail
depends on us individually.
ROR

The discovery of the microscope
opened for scientists a beautiful universe within the smallest-of God’s
creatures, hidden to the naked eye,

but

romantically

revealed

to the

scientist; the discovery of the microscope also opened for those other
dreamers of their age—the poets—
an unlimited abyss of information
which could hardly fail to move and
inspire even the least of literary
men. The highest praise be to those
“

..who followed Death

Into his obscure fastnesses,”
who

“Tracked to her secret lair Disease,”
making her an easy prey to the new
and wonderful anti-toxins. No more
may Disease go abroad
Page 17

“Under the candid-seeming and
confederate Day
Venoming the air’s pure lips to kiss
and betray;
Who foiled the ancient Tyrant’s
grey design
Unfathomed long, and brake his
dusty toils,

Spoiling him of his spoils,
And man, the loud dull fly, loosed
from his woven line.”
Ah yes, indeed,

“Such

triumph

theirs who

at the

destined term
Descried the arrow flying in that
day—
The age-long hidden Germ—
And threw their prescient shield before its deadly way.”

But why did Francis Thompson
write so illustriously of science?
Was it not because he saw the many
wonders uncovered by science as so
many examples of God’s goodness
and love, of His infinite beauty and
majesty, power, knowledge, wisdom,
guiding Providence? How could
Francis Thompson remain mute at
the sight of these wonders? What
poet could?
xk

CHERRY
(Continued

We

travel

on

started to run followed by

her father. Finally Steve and

which

is one of the largest parks

located near ‘Tokyo. Besides being
used as a beauty spot it is also
used as a refuge in time of earthquake and fire. In it you will find
the cypress

tree and

the magnolia

tree which were planted by President and Mrs. Grant during their
visit in 1879. Onward we go to
Yasukuni Shrine which houses the
bodies or the spirits of every Japanese soldier and sailor. Then back
toward the city proper we inspect
the American Embassy, the British

Embassy

and the remains

of the

German and Italian Embassies.

We

are back at our hotel and

after a refreshing rest, we are ready

for dinner and an evening at the
theater.

Both were
embraced
furiously.
“Hello, Sis—what do you know?—
it’s Dad!!!”

ws
THE UNIVERSITY AND ME
(Continued

PARTY

from Page 6)

broken down victrola and gazed at
each lovely cracked record. Four
upperclassmen were playing bridge,
and some other girls were comparing engagement rings by the window. Nothing has
changed, I

thought, nor will it. There is just

something about the lounge, with
its clouds of smoke and yakkity yak
yak and industrious coeds draped

casually on chairs and whatnot.
Yipe!

two

There’s the bell —

stories

away

from

and

my

wee
CHILD BYRON’S

FOR VICKI

PILGRIMAGE

(Continued from Page 8)

BLOSSOMS

plane, and then the plane—or what

he meant it to be a closet drama

from Page 6)

wings violently to let Steve know
that he had found something, but

was left of it. Rod rocked his plane’s

to the Akasuka
Palace

in

London. It is the home of the heirapparent upon his eighteenth birthday and the world famous Emperor
Meiji used it as a temporary residence while the present Imperial
Palace was being remodeled during
the years 1872-1888. ‘The only occidental to ever find residence there
was the former Prince of Wales in

1925.

is the Meiji

Memorial

Shrine which includes an auditorium housing life size paintings
depicting many of the incidents of
the Meiji Era. Also included at the
shrine are the stadium, the swim-

that was unnecessary as he too had
seen the same thing. Two

men

landed

their

I

1:30

class. Best I do my reminiscing in
June. I might not even pass!

KS

SEARCH

Rod

caught up with the two wanderers.

(Continued from Page 4)

pattern as Buckingham

Page 18

Vicky

We travel on to visit Ueno Park

*

Palace which was built on the same

Nearby

ming pool, the track and the tennis
courts which were built in anticipation of the Olympic games. These
games were not held because of the
dangerous times during the recent
period of unrest throughout the
world.

worried

crafts on

the

smooth,
hard soil of northern
Mexico. ‘Their planes had hardly
ceased to move when they were

both out of their cabins running to-

ward the wreckage.
Meanwhile, in the little town
Vicky had started to walk toward
Puerto Penasco with her father.
They were only about two miles

away from the little village when
two men appeared over a hill waving their arms frantically and shout-

ing at full volume. It was impossible

to discern the two figures clearly
enough to identify them. A little
frightened by all the commotion,

only. But back to the original thesis
of the essay.

Most children reach maturity be-

cause

of

good

guidance,

which

shows children their aim in life and
gives them the principles by which

they attain that end. The tragedy
in Byron’s life was the lack of aim
and guiding principles. If he had
had these he might have reached
the heights of his fellow-Romantics.
But as it is#lacking

these, he, and

consequently his poetry, remained
on a childish level when compared
with men like Shelley and Keats.

But in the year of our Lord 1824,
in the month of April, Byron exhibited at least one manful quality.
He died fighting for one of his
ideals, liberty for mankind. Thus
was ended Child Byron’s Pilgrimage.
The Exponent

Student Essays. . A DAY

IN A DOG'S

LIFE

Pard,

“Good morning, everybody. I’d
like to tell you about all my trials
and tribulations but first I’d_ better introduce myself.
“IT am Swabie, a little black cocker,
who has to take a lot of guff off

Charles and Mary Thompson. Al
most

every

human

has

said

but do they really know what it
means? Being a dog, I can tell you
from first hand experience just what
a dog’s life is like.

“The time I get up in the mornon when

my

master,

Charles, pulls himself out of bed
and comes into the kitchen to let
me out. If by pure accident I happen to wet my bed there is always
a newspaper ready to beat heck out
of me. Breakfast is usually a dish
of Pard mixed with Corn’ Flakes

“Up to this time my day has been
fine, but tonight I had a particularly harrowing experience, a bath.
Now humans seem to enjoy these
things but we dogs feel very differently about them. I was put out
flea soap. I wish to add here, that
I never had a flea in my life, I
just scatch during moments of utter boredom. Then I was rinsed.
The soapy water ran in my ears,
my eyes, and trickled down my
back. I wish Charles would give me
the opportunity of bathing him

some time. I certainly would give
him a dose of his own medicine. At

nied this small compensation. All I
have to say on the subject is that I
don’t care for a repeat performance.

back in my bed to sleep and wait
until Mary gets up which is about
three hours later. From then on
my day is rather hectic as I get let
in and out, in and out, and generally

I

“Bed time comes early as I am a
growing dog of four months. So
good night everyone, and if anyone

wants a soft life, except for a bath,
- bea dog.”
—Epwarp

G. HiLton.

“When Charles gets home he
asks her if she had a hard day
around the house? The answer is
always ‘yes’ and sometimes I wish
I could speak and tell him the
truth.

“Around -five in the afternoon I
am good and ready for my dinner
as the old so-and-so’s only give me
two meals a day. Dinner is usually
March, 1948

Once a year on February 12, at
Wilberforce State College, a day
known as “International Day” is set

aside

to emphasize

brotherhood

the

spirit

of

in practice, as well as

in theory. On this day, the dream
of harmony for people of various
races and creeds becomes a reality.

Students from such schools as Ohio
State,

Ohio

Wesleyan,

Ohio

Uni-

versity, Wittenberg, Xavier, and the

University of Dayton, join with the
Negro collegians, and live democracy instead of talking about it.

One may well ask, “What is the
purpose

of International

was established

Day?”

in the hope

It

that

the spirit of democracy which is
kindled at Wilberforce, on that particular day, will be sustained on each
successive day throughout the year.

Although

ice was

the Wilberforce
when we arrived,

prevalent

on

State Campus
the enthusiasm

of the group was undaunted. For
the air vibrated with laughter, as
we mingled with other students, enroute to an assembly at Gallaway
Hall.
President Wesley met us at the
sonally conducted us into the auditorium, where a collegiate air was

“One of the things that gives me
room to room with a rag in her
hand saying, “This isn’t very dirty,
I'll just skip it until tomorrow,’

DAY

entrance of Gallaway Hall and per-

13

most pleasure is seeing Mary clean

the house. She runs around from

INTERNATIONAL

Mary

living room rug, but was even de-

look up at Charles and ask for more,
but no more comes. I am then put

and in the way,

when

any rate I was finally removed from
the tub, need I add much to my
pleasure, and dried. I made for the

which I eat in one mouthful and

am obnoxious
suppose.

sometimes

in a tub of water and soaped with

some

time or another, ‘I lead a dog’s life,’

ing depends

but

and Charles feel generous I get a
piece of steak.

noticeable.
A

JOYOUS
EASTER
TO

The theme of the various speakers was that we should practice
brotherly love. It was stated, by
President Wesley, that too many of
us believe in justice for one day of
the year while the following days
are completely devoid of this feeling.

ALL OUR

As we all know, February 12 is
Lincoln’s birthday. What could be

READERS

more appropriate than an aggregation of all races, creeds and colors

to uphold the viewpoints that Lincoln expounded.
Page 19

About
began to
to squirm
a gentle

noon, one or two pencils
drop, and students began
uneasily in their seats, as
reminder that they were

hungry. President Wesley recognized this uneasiness and adjourned
the meeting in favor of dinner.

Foreign

students

from

Cuba,

West and South Africa, Jamaica,
Canada and the British West Indies,

were our guides for the remainder
of the day.
‘They took us to dinner in the
upper classmen’s cafeteria, where

HOUND

PACK

From out of barn and den they flash

With hollow, hungry voices baying,
Their malnutritioned jowls betraying

Long weeks they’ve spent beneath the lash;
Upended now and sad eyes pleading
‘They foul each others fleeing feet
And drum the earth with padded beat,
Unconscious of their inward bleeding;
As in a row of martialed men
Each hound aligns behind another,
And snaps at tail of kennel brother,
Then strikes the scent of game again;

we enjoyed a delectable turkey dinnet.

Like gales that push the sailed schooner

After dinner, the foreign students
took us on a tour of the spacious
campus. Our guide, John Archibald
Uumbaya, who is an African prince
from the Gold Coast, took us to see

Or other game that’s sighted sooner;

an exhibit that illustrated African
culture. We

saw clothing,

musical

instruments, war implements
paintings of African women. —
John

Archibald

is also

his

twisted

path

they made,

Then when the scent or sight did fade
They'd wheel and start another raid;

the

He stood with ague on frozen sod;

of his sur-

name. He explained that his name,
Uumbaya,

A beaten,

On foot a hapless hunter trod
With musket cocked and ready filled,
No blood of game had either spilled,

interpreted

the meaning

Through forest glade in sun and shade

and

culture of his native land and also
explained

Come forth the bounding, pounding mares
Behind the hounds on trail of hares

tribal name

and the ritual song of his people.
Mr. Washington, of the Dayton
Urban League, conducted a panel
discussion on the Interracial Progress, later on in the afternoon. After

They spied him there with yelps of joy
And leaped upon his tired form,
Licked o’er his face with tongues warm,
And tore him as a trodden toy;
In maze of maddened

merriment

A pack of hounds forsook their hunt,
One lonesome hunter bore the brunt

Of their affection quickly spent;

the discussion there was a “getacquainted” period, highlighted by

Beneath their sweated bodies then

a tea and an informal dance.

Their merriment, and there he died,

and the educated people
harbor any prejudice.
—SuirteEy

McNem.
Larry
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We left the campus of Wilberforce State College more determined than ever to make the Ametican dream a reality, for the day at
Wilberforce proved that education

—RayMonp

¥

turing talent from each school, concluded the program. George Ellis,
pianist, represented the University
of Dayton in this stage program.

By them, from out of barn and den.

SE
ae
\)

A stage show, in the evening, fea-

His breath in shortened gasps belied

and

DuGAN.
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Send my
yellow formal
The boy crashed through
with the bid; the dance is
Saturday and THE dress
is back home.

Solution — grab the telephone
and send Mom a quick S.O.S.
She'll have your dress on the
train in jig time. And she'll be
glad to hear about the fun
you're having.
It’s a wonderful thing — that
telephone— when you're far from
home. It brings the folks as near as
your ear—whether it’s an emergency or
just shoo-ing the homesick blues.
It’s a better get-together than
a letter, easy and cheap.
Make it a weekly habit.
You can call “collect” when
funds are low.

Important

arrangements eo

little cost
See inside front cover of
directory for typical vates

THE

OHIO

BELL

TELEPHONE

COMPANY

INPUS
After passing the Front-Line
Casanovas (by No-Man’s Land)
(the lounge, natch) we staggered
down here to find a typewriter, and
then decided that maybe we should
have something to write. Even
though we wrote only about half
a page last time, we got in more

hot H2O

for that mere bit than

we had for the pages and pages :n
our three-year career of writing this
grievance and gab column. Weil,
with

a bit of reluctance,

we

draw

back our pride and offer apologies
—but this one goes to only the ones
who actually did their part to make
the Junior Prom a success, namely
Hank

Ferrazza, and his committee.

They did try, and so it really wasn’t
their fault that attenders didn’t appreciate the dance. But you can't

please everyone,
ourselves.

we

keep

telling

PLUG: Gil Stovecek has started
early for his nomination on the
Student Council. He represents the
Reform Ticket.
BTO of the campus is, this week,
Bill Kanzler, who is God’s
everyone.—The Alum Hall
stayed up ‘til 3:00 A. M.
for the stragglers the other

gift to
gestapo
waiting
night.

Question of the campus: Did Joe
(Duck!!) Higgens write his own
article for the News? . . . Query uf
the week is: Why is Bill Donohue

called “Baldy”?

NUT URS

Williams,

who

became _ engaged

March 5... . Marilyn Hagans and
Earl Matre are still going steady.
And Pat, Marilyn’s sister, is currently dating Johnny Delp... .

Lucy Breidenbach and Frank Ma-

loney are still dating frequently, so
we've noticed. Who is the gal who

has been chasing Bill Herlihy? This
is Leap Year, remember?
The new play which is to be put
on by the Thespians is “Ramshackle

Inn,”

a mystery-comedy.

We

be-

lieve this will be more on the level
of the

students

than

the

last one,

which was very good, but
didn’t appeal to the mass.

which

Susie Argast looks mighty fetching

in her feather cut. She’s getting all

ready for swimming season . . . Jack

O’Neil is engaged to a cute lil’ gal.
Congratulations. And to Bob Thygerson who recently said those final
(but good) vows. Best luck, and

Looks as if John Kelly and Susie

Pohlmeyer
were going
together
again. On again, off again... We

noticed

that the married men

of

our campus, to name Al Suttman
and Jake Strebel, are getting, shall
we say, plump. That surely proves
that their wives are cooking for
them, and in the form of mighty
edible food,

too.

gratulations to Al Jensen who was
recently married. And to the newly

Thulis are now engaged as of Jan.

engaged,

more

Bill Van

Leeuwen,

who

Klopf

and

promised

to marry in the future; best wishes.

Also to Sandy Higgens and
Page 22

Dick

How do they do it? Nancy Bor-

ing’s originality of phrasing? . . .
Gracie Luther’s continual happiness and song? . . . Chuck Crowley
and Hank Ferraza’s spirit? . . . Bob

Hoff

and

Danny

Besides the Weeks, Patti Shroder

for the

14th

Danny

Kauffman

of August,

and

too...

Mardee

23. Nice, isn’t it! Here’s hoping for
of

these

announcements

in

the future. Oh yes, just as we go to
press—Mary

Fulwiler’s

good

pinochle hands? . .. Maggie Woolf’s
subtle sense of humor?
You've

heard

names

the poem

and

“about

fools”

faces?

It may be the truth, but it helps
fill spaces!
Not that this column is hard to
write,
But

we have to “dig”
this trite!

WM

“COME

deep

us

to uncover

KR

AND

WALK

AMONG

US”

(Continued
The

from Page 11)

remarkable

conversion

of

Ireland came without the torrents
of blood. This religion became so
closely interwoven with the heart

of the nation that it is still flourish-

ing despite torments and outrages
designed to stamp it out.

Every recurring feast of St. Pat-

and Lloyd Mudd have set their date

Isabel

you all had the laughs we did.

all that sort of thing.

Looks as if the gals will start
looking for dates since football is
in practice. No more late dates for
those muscular masses! . . . Connamely

To the Lonesome Foursome and
AEV, may we say that your letters
were appreciated, but not in the
way the author(s) expected. Hope

Ann

Kesson

engaged to Thomas Bucher.

became

tick brings to souls new courage to

defend the faith he taught. The
little shamrocks worn on his day
are symbols of our belief in the

Most Adorable Trinity. The day
brings holy joy which becomes children who wish to bless their Father
for the greatest of His gifts. “This

is the day which
made,

therein.

let

us

the Lord

exult

and_

hath
rejoice
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WE

FIT EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY

807 BROWN ST- 812 XENIA AVE.

ee

The Dayton Heidelberg
Distributing Co.

Oe ye
A DREAM

133 E. STEWART ST.

OF YOU

DISTRIBUTORS

My sweet, my dreams are all of you tonight,
Stealing as they do through velvet folds
Of night’s sweet blessedness. Within my sight,
I hold your vision near to warm the colds

Student Prince and
Heirloom Beers
Telephone

‘That slip with icy mien into my heart.

ADams

9290

My troubled brain may wander through the days,
Untouched by thoughts that dreams of you impart,

But come the night so filled with mystery’s ways,
I hold a magic picture sweet of you—

A dream so beautiful I hold it near

a

L.M. PRINCE CO.

To fill the empty ways conceits construe

To be the path a heart must follow drear.
Though days may come and go, the nights entreat,
And fill my dreams with you, your presence sweet
—EUcENE VONDEREMBSE.

MURRAY

Opticians
117

South

DAYTON

Ludlow

=t-

OHIO

HENDERSON

FINER TAILORING

COMPLIMENTS

OF

New Spring Line of Suits, Slacks and Shirts
335 Commercial Building — 30 S. Ludlow St.
ADams 6638
Evenings by Appointment

By Appointment

Only

ME

CHARLES

0881

Tailored by TROTTA

Compliments

NEW SPRING FABRICS
For Men

RICHARD BAIRD

R. BROWN, 0. D.

and Women

3345 West Second St.

of
A

Friend

LAUREL

White Villa

QUALITY CANNED FOODS
SOLD BY OVER 1000 RETAIL GROCERS
WHO

OWN THEIR
WHOLESALE

COOPERATIVE

OWN
GROCERY

VILLA GROCERS, Inc.

WHITE

DAYTON,

OHIO

Crackers and Cakes
BAKED IN
DAYTON
CARR-CONSOLIDATED
Bakeries

LAUREL

DIVISION

Banner
Best Wishes

David

Bazaar

19 East SEconD ST.

of

Margolis

HOUSEWARES, TOYS
HARDWARE, HOTEL
and RESTAURANT
SUPPLIES

Class ‘23
and

THE METROPOLITAN

CO.

“For Good Health . . . Fresh Fruits and Vegetables”

ADaMs 9524

Pure - Wholesome
Delicious

The H. Office & Brother Co.
FRUITS
20-26
Over

1896

Phone

FUlton

AND

VEGETABLES

SOUTH
50 Years

ST.

ST.

Service

Dependable

1947

5371

SHERER COMPANY

18-20

South

Jefferson

DAYTON,

— Office

Furniture

Safe - Lockers

—

ICE CREAM

Dayton, Ohio

FUlton 5137

ARCHIE

—

CLAIR

OHIO
THE

— Shelving
—

Filing

Street

You can always be sure that Telling’s Sealtest
Ice
Cream
is pure,
rich and wholesome.
Sealtest
Ice
Cream is carefully tested in order to
conform to the rigid, high standards
of The Sealtest System of Laboratory Protection.
That is why Telling’s Sealtest Ice Cream
is famed
for its high quality, absolute purity
and delicious flavor.

Visible

Supplies

TELLING-BELLE

Systems

VERNON

CO.

Division of National Dairy Products Corp.
DAYTON,

OHIO
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LITTLE MORON CORNER
Here’s the gag that won a M. M. (Master Moron) degree—and a fast two bucks
—for Ben Ornoff, of Univ. of North
Carolina, in the
Our

November contest:

minor-league

moron,

Mortimer,

caused considerable furore in local circles by entering one of our better bistros and calling for a Pepsi-Cola. When
served, he proceeded to glug it down
with not one, but six, straws. Questioned as to his motives, Mortimer care-

Forget the principle of the thing—this is
money! That’s right—legal tender . . . in
folding quantities . . . as high as fifteen
bucks—that’s what Pepsi-Cola Company
pays for gags and such-like you send in
and we print. Procedure? Simple—send
your stuff, marked with your name, address, school and class, to Easy Money
Dept., Pepsi-Cola Co., Box A, Long Island
City, N. Y. All contributions become the

We Chis CaaS

roperty of Pepsi-Cola Co. We pay only
or those we print.
Will getting “Pepsi-Cola” into your gag
hurt its chances?

sort of crouched
*

*

and

bent

*

*

chums.

Earle S. Schlegel of Lehigh Univ.
also came up with two bucks for his
moron gag. Why don’t you get on
the gravy train? Two bucks each for
every moron joke we buy.

fist, that won’t

be the reason.

Well,

don’t

es

se

DAFFY

ee

of Chicago;
Lehigh

Univ.;

Joy

Duvall,

Charles

R.

Meissner,

Univ.;

and

James

O.

KKK KKK KKK KKK KK KKK KK

DEFINITIONS

We’re not just sure who’s daffy—but
we sent one frog apiece to Don McCauley, Baylor Univ.; Edward Whittaker, Boston

KK

Univ.

Jr.,

Snider,

Baylor Univ., for these gems:
Lipstick—something which adds color
and flavor to the old pastime.

Controversy—one Pepsi—two people.
Worm—a caterpillar with a shave.
Rival—the guy who gives your girl a
Pepsi.
Steam—water gone crazy over the heat.
*

*

*

So we’re subsidizing lunacy. Okay
—but it’s still a buck apiece for any
of these we buy.

over.

*

She: Why don’t you park the car by this
sign?
He: You're not allowed to park here.
She: Don’t be silly. The sign says “Fine
for Parking”!
He:

be naive,

just sit there! Pick up that pencil—get
your stuff started now. There’s Easy
Aoney waiting!

She: And what position do you play on the
football team?
Oh,

Don’t

We like it. So, if you should wind up with
a rejection slip clutched in your hot little

Put one and one together—and you get
a He-She gag. Three bucks each to Duane
O. McDowell of So. Dakota State College;
Albert M. Dredge of Duquesne Univ.;
Emmett Carmody of Manhattan College;
and Alfred Shapiro of New York Univ., respectively, for these specimens:

He:

fully removed all six straws from his
mouth and replied with considerable
hauteur: “So I can drink six times as
much Pepsi, natch!”

GET FUNNY...WIN

5

MONEY...WRITE

A TITLE

at

*

Your eyes sparkle like Pepsi-Cola.

She: Tell me more. I drink it up.
*

*

SA

*

She Scot: Sandy, ’tis a sad loss you’ve had
in the death of your wife.
He Scot:

Fes

Aye, ’tis that. "T'was just a week
ago the doctor told her to dilute
her medicine in Pepsi-Cola, and
she hadna’ time to take but half

CLUE

the bottle.
*

*

)
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”
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*

Current quotation on these is $3 each
for any we buy. Sure, but everything’s
over-priced these days.

Tou

HENOERFONW
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EXTRA ADDED
ATTRACTION
At the end of the year, we're
going to review all the stuff we’ve
bought, and the item we think was
best of all is going to get an extra

$100.00

Ever play “pin the tail on the donkey?” Well, this is pretty much the same
idea—and never mind the obvious cracks. $5 each for the best captions. Or
send in your own idea for a cartoon. $10 for just the idea... $15 if you draw
it... if we buy it.
Here’s how we split the take for cartoon drawings, ideas and captions in the
November contest: $15 each to Jay Gluck of Berkeley, Calif. and Herbert John
Brammeier, Jr. of St. Louis

Univ.; $10 to H. Dick Clarke of Univ. of Oklahoma;

and $5 each to Virgil Daniel of George Washington Univ., Frances Charlton of
William and Mary College, and Sidney B. Flynn of St. Louis Univ.

CHARLES
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Co,
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